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ABSTRACT

Penalty-Free Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for the Stokes and Navier-Stokes
Equations

by

Shirin Sardar

This thesis formulates and analyzes low-order penalty-free discontinuous Galerkin
methods for solving the incompressible Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations. Some
symmetric and non-symmetric discontinuous Galerkin methods for incompressible
Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations require penalizing jump terms for stability and
convergence of the methods. These discontinuous Galer kin methods are called interior
penalty methods as the penalizing jump terms involve a penalty parameter. It is
known that the penalty parameter has to be large enough to prove coercivity of the
bilinear form and therefore to obtain existence of the solution for the symmetric case.
The momentum equation is satisfied locally on each mesh element, and it depends
on the penalty parameter. Setting the penalty parameter equal to zero yields a
singular linear system, if piecewise linears are used. To overcome this instability, this
thesis discusses an enrichment of the velocity space with locally supported quadratic
functions called bubbles.
First, the penalty-free non-symmetric discontinuous Galerkin method is analyzed for

the Stokes equations. Second, the main contribution of this thesis is the analysis
of both symmetric and non-symmetric penalty-free discontinuous Galerkin methods
for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.

Since a direct application of the

generalized Lax-Milgram theorem is not possible, the numerical solution is shown to
be the solution as a fixed-point of a problem-related map. A priori error estimate is
derived.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Introduction

The Stokes and incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are used to model flow of
fluid with low Mach and Reynolds numbers. The Stokes equations are used when the
advective inertia forces are small compared to viscous forces and therefore, they can
be neglected. In the case that advective inertia forces cannot be neglected we use the
Navier-Stokes equations.
This thesis formulates and analyzes low-order penalty-free discontinuous Galerkin
methods for solving the incompressible steady Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations.
Some symmetric and non-symmetric discontinuous Galerkin methods for incompressible Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations require penalizing jump terms for stability
and convergence of the methods. These discontinuous Galerkin methods are called
interior penalty methods as the penalizing jump terms involve a penalty parameter.
It is known that the penalty parameter has to be large enough to prove the coercivity
of the symmetric case and the issue of finding optimal penalty parameter needs more
investigation. However the symmetric formulation yields a symmetric scheme which
is adjoint consistent. On the other hand, in the non-symmetric case, the penalty
parameter can be set equal to one but the method is not adjoint consistent. In both
methods the momentum equation is satisfied locally on each mesh element, and it
depends on the penalty parameter. Setting the penalty parameter to zero yields a
singular linear system, if piecewise linears are used. To overcome this instability, this
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thesis discusses an enrichment of the velocity space with locally supported quadratic
functions called bubbles.
This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, I present the model problem for
the Stokes equations and define the spaces in which the problem is stated. In this
chapter I give the definition of the mesh, jumps and averages for scalar or vector fields.
This chapter introduces the velocity and pressure space and the norms associated to
these spaces. Also, the non-symmetric discrete problem, interpolations, projections
and technical lemmas that are used to prove the main results are given. The analysis
of the existence and uniqueness of the solution for Stokes problem and error estimation
is derived.
The main results of this thesis are given in chapter 3.

Chapter 3 states the

model problem for the steady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In this chapter
existence of the numerical solution for symmetric and non-symmetric penalty-free
DG scheme is proved. At the end of this chapter we provide error estimates for
both symmetric and non-symmetric cases. I then present some numerical results that
confirm the theoretical error estimates.

1.2

Literature Review

Methods for solving the incompressible steady state Navier-Stokes equations include
[32, 28, 18, 19], [33] finite volume methods [20,46, 23], finite element methods [24, 27, 38]
and discontinuous Galer kin methods [15, 13, 14, 12, 31, 35, 36, 34, 26, 40].
Finite difference methods are easy to implement but are not appropriate for complex
geometries. Finite volume methods are conservative methods but are usually first
order accurate and ineffective for discontinuous and tensor coefficient problems. Finite
element methods are widely used for computational fluid dynamics because they are
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accurate, much more stable than finite volume methods and can handle the complex
geometries very well. One disadvantage of the finite element is that they are not
inherently locally conservative methods. To obtain an independent and consistent
system of equations for Stokes and Navier-Stokes, the number of pressure unknowns
should never exceed the number of velocity unknowns independently of the number of
elements [43]. Therefore, admissible elements or splitting schemes should be chosen.
Some examples of admissible elements are the Taylor-Hood family [44], the CrouzeixRaviart family [16, 17] and the MINI elements [3].
Since discontinuous Galerkin methods use discontinuous approximations, they easily can handle discontinuous coefficients, irregular meshes with hanging nodes and
arbitrary shapes.

With the proper choice of their numerical traces they become

locally conservative. Therefore, discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods enjoy properties of both finite volume methods and finite element methods. Also, for Stokes and
N a vier-Stokes equations the polynomial basis of any order can be chosen without worrying about admissibility of the elements. These properties make the discontinuous
Galcrkin methods a good candidate for computational fluid dynamics.
In the literature there are several DG methods for solving incompressible Stokes
and N avier-Stokes equations. They include local discontinuous Galer kin methods
(LDG) [15, 13, 14], compact discontinuous Galerkin methods (CDG) [34], hybridizable
discontinuous Galerkin methods (HDG) [12, 31, 35, 36], and interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin methods (SIPG-DG, NIPG-DG, OBB-DG) [26, 40].
Local discontinuous Galerkin methods are stable, locally conservative, high order
methods. Cockburn, Kanschat, Schotzau and Schwab analyzed the LDG method
for the Stokes system in 2002 [15]. In 2003 the LDG method for Oseen problem
was introduced [13] and in 2004 Cockburn et al proposed the LDG method for the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [14] that is divergence free.
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Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods produce a final system in
terms of the degrees of freedom of the approximate traces of the field variables rather
than a final system involving the degrees of freedom of the approximate field variables.
Since the approximate traces depend on the element faces only and are single-valued
on every face, the HDG methods have significantly less globally coupled unknowns
than other DG methods. This can lead to significant savings for both computational
time and memory storage. Some works on HDG for Stokes problem can be found
in [12,31]. In [35,36] several HDG methods for incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
are proposed.
The compact discontinuous Galerkin methods are introduced by Peraire and Persson in [29] for elliptic problems. In [34] Montlaue formulates the compact discontinuous Galerkin analysis for incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. One advantage of
the CDG method is a sparser matrix.
Another class of DG methods for incompressible Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations are the interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin methods.

Symmetric inte-

rior penalty (SIPG), non-symmetric interior penalty (NIPG) and Oden-BaumannBabuska (OBB) are three methods in this class. These methods have been applied to
the incompressible Stokes and Navier-Stokes problems (see for instance [26] and [40]).
However the theoretical analysis was done for SIPG and NIPG only. The analysis
requires the use of penalty terms.
Interior penalty DG methods were first introduced for elliptic problems [4]. At
the same time, the interior penalty method of Douglas and Dupont for second order
elliptic problems [21]led to the symmetric interior penalty DG method SIPG proposed
by Wheeler [45] and Arnold [2]. A slight variation of the SIPG methods yields a
non-symmetric formulation, called non-symmetric interior penalty Galerkin methods
(NIPG) (see [41]).
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The Oden-Baumann-Babuska (OBB) method was introduced for elliptic problems
by Oden et al [37]. Analysis of OBB in 2D and 3D was done by Riviere, Wheeler
and Girault [41] and by Larson and Niklasson [30]. Because the OBB does not have
a penalty term, a special interpolant needs to be constructed to prove convergence of
the method.
This thesis proposes a penalty-free method for incompressible Stokes and NavierStokes equations so that local mass conservation is independent of penalty parameters.
Several attempts have been made recently in designing penalty-free DG methods.
First for elliptic problems in [6] Brezzi and Marini showed that the smallest space
for which optimal convergence for the non-symmetric version is obtained is the space
of piecewise affine functions enriched with quadratic bubbles. Antonietti, Brezzi and
Marini [1] extended their work to general grids with n-edge polygonals and showed
how to construct the bubbles for quadrilateral grids. Another related work on penaltyfree methods is the work of Burman and Stamm [7, 8]. They showed convergence of
the stabilized DG method for both OBB method and symmetric version, applied to
elliptic and parabolic equations. Burman and Stamm in [9], extended their work
to the incompressible Stokes equations and analyzed the symmetric penalty-free DG
method.
In this thesis, we consider the same stabilization technique as in [9] and apply it to
the incompressible steady Navier-Stokes equations. I also analyze the non-symmetric
penalty-free DG method for the Stokes equations.
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Chapter 2
Stokes Equations
In this chapter I consider the Stokes equations and formulate the bubble stabilized
non-symmetric discontinuous Galerkin methods. The analysis is the modification of
the work in [9], where only the symmetric stabilized DG methods was studied. The
outline of the chapter is as follows:
I first describe the model problem for the incompressible steady Stokes problem.
In section 2.1 I restate the definition of the Sobolev spaces, jumps and averages of
functions for interior and boundary functions. The definition of the discrete velocity
and pressure spaces and penalty-parameter free norms for these spaces are given in
section 2.2. The work follows by section 2.3 which has three subsections 2.3.1, 2.3.2
and subsection 2.3.3. In section 2.3.1 I define the numerical scheme for the nonsymmetric penalty free Stokes equations. In sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 I restate the
technical lemmas found in [9]. Since, only the proof of the theorem 2.3.13 is given
in [9], I prove the lemmas in the appendix A. Section 2.4 is the main section of this
chapter and has two subsections. In the first part I state the generalized Lax-Milgram
theorem and then apply it to my problem to prove the existence and uniqueness of
the solution of the non-symmetric penalty-free Stokes. In the second part a priori
error estimates are derived. Proofs in this subsection are slight modifications of the
proofs in [9]. For completeness I recalled them in this work.
I now describe the model problem. Let 0 be a Lipschitz, and convex polygon in

JRd, d

=

2, 3. The incompressible Stokes equations are as follows: given

f

E L 2 (0)
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find (u,p) E H6(0) x L6(0), such that

-

~u

+ '1p =

f, in 0,

'1 · u = 0, in 0,
u = 0, on

ao.

(2.1)

The Sobolev spaces above are defined as;

(2.3)

2.1

Notation

In this section I define the Sobolev spaces, jumps and averages of functions for interior
and boundary faces. Let T, be a shape-regular subdivision of 0. Let Fi be the set
of interior faces that are not included in 80 and let Fe be the set of boundary faces.
Also denote §h = Fi U Fe the set of all faces. For an element T E 7,, hT denotes its
diameter and for a face FE §h, hp denotes the diameter of F. Set h = maxTETh hT
and let h be the function such that hiT= hT and hiF = hp for all T E T, and FE §h·
The L 2 inner-product on a domain Q is : (v, w)Q = JQ vw.
Denote for s 2:: 1, H 8 (T,) the space of piecewise Sobolev H 8 -functions and denote by

H 8 (T,) the space (H 8 (T,))d where

Let v = (v1, ... , vd)T E H 8 ('T,) then VviT E L 2(T)dxd and I define for all v, w E

Hl(T,.) :

8

d

(v, w)r = 2:)vi, wi)r.
i=l

d

(\i'v, \i'w)r = L(8xivi,8xiwi)r·
i,j=l

In addition let us define the jump and average operators. Let F be a fixed face
shared by two elements

71, 72.

Assume v E H 1(Th) and vlrp vlr2 are the restriction

of v to elements 7 1, 7 2 respectively. Also, suppose n 1, n 2 are exterior normals of 7 1, 7 2
respectively. Then I define the average{·}, {{·}}and jump[·],[[·]] operators by:
For interior faces:

1

{v} = 2(v1
{v}

=

1

2(v1

+ v2),

+ v2),

[v]

+ v2n2,

Vv E H 1(Th),

(2.4)

+ v2 · n 2,

Vv E H 1(Th),

(2.5)

[v] = v1n1
=

v1 · n1

and
1

2(v1 + v2), [[v]]

+ v2 0

n2,

(2.6)

+ \i'v2n2.

(2.7)

{v} = v, {v} = v, {{v}} = v, {{V'v}} = \i'v,

(2.8)

[v] = vn, [v] = v · n, [[v]] = v 0 n, [[V'v]] = \i'vn.

(2.9)

{{v}}
{\i'v}

=

=

1

2(V'v1

+ \i'v2),

=

[[V'v]]

v1 0 n1
=

\i'v1n1

For boundary faces:

I recall that for two vectors a, b E

JRd,

the product a 0 b is a matrix in

entries aibj. The vector n is the normal to the domain.

JRdxd

with
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I also recall that for two matrix functions A, B : JRd

--r JRdxd,

I have

d

A: B =

L

aijbij·

i,j=l

I also define

(A, B)T

=

1

A: B.

In this thesis, a generic constant independent of h is defined by M. The constant M
may take different values at different places.

2.2

Discrete Spaces and Norms

In this section, I define the discrete velocity and pressure spaces and I equip these
spaces with penalty-parameter free norms.

2.2.1

Let

Vh'

Velocity Space

denote the space of piecewise polynomials of degree p 2: 0 i.e.

where lPp( T) denotes the set of polynomials of maximum degree p on T. I also define
the space enriched by quadratic functions called bubbles and denoted by Vbs

Moreover, let us define a discrete space on the set of faces:
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The corresponding vectorial versions are

The spaces

Vi, V bs

are equipped with the norm:

(2.10)

where

Remark 2.2.1. The norm

ll[[vh]]IIF

=

111·111

is the usual DC norm, as I note that

llj(vh)IIF for all faces F where j(vh) is the usual jump:
j(v) = vlr1
j(v) = vlr1

2.2.2

-

vlr2

on interior faces

on boundary faces.

Pressure Space

I can choose piecewise constants, piecewise linears or a combination of the two for the
pressure space. Mathematically I denote the pressure space by Qh = aQh ,c EB {JQ~ ,d
where a, f3 E {0, 1} and,

(2.11)
(2.12)
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The space Qh is equipped with the norm:

(2.13)

I also equip the space V bs x Qh with the triple norm

(2.14)

2.3

Discretized Stokes Equations by Non-Symmetric DG Method

This section introduces the non-symmetric scheme for the Stokes equation. Several
technical lemmas are stated, the proof of which is found in appendix A.

2.3.1

Numerical Solution

The diffusive term of the Stokes equations is discretized by the following bilinear form

or equivalently,

which is the standard form given in [26]. The pressure term discretization is defined
by the following form

(2.16)
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Finally the right-hand side is given by

(2.17)

Numerical scheme: find (uh,Ph) E Vbs x Qh such that

(2.18)

2.3.2

Technical Lemmas

In this part I state a few technical lemmas related to jump and average that I later
use to build the main interpolation operator. Let v E H 1 (7h) and let F be a fixed
face that belongs to

871

and

872

for some elements

7 1 , 72

in Th.

Lemma 2.3.1. Ifnp is chosen arbitrary (nF E {n 1 ,n2 }), then I have

[[v]] : V'w = [[v]]nF · \lwnp,

(2.19)

[[v]] = [[v]]nF 0 np, [v] = [[v]]np · np.

(2.20)

Lemma 2.3.2.

Lemma 2.3.3. For vh E Vbs I have that f:l.vh E V~ and .6.: ~ ~ V~ is bijective.
h

The Raviart-Thomas space of order 0 is defined as usual by RT0 (Th) and its vectorial
version by RTo(Th).
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Lemma 2.3.4. For all vh E Vbs with Vh = (vh,l, ... , vh,d)T there holds

Besides, for all r E Th and rh

vh

E

= (rh,l, ... , rh,d) with rh,i

E RTo(r), there exists

Vbs such that \i'vh,i(r) = rh,i for all 1::::; i::::; d.

Corollary 2.3.5. If vh E Vbs then {\i'vh}np E W~ and [[V'vh]] E W~.
Lemma 2.3.6. If v E H 1 (7h), v, wE H 1 (7h), then

(v, \7 · w)Th = -(\i'v,w)Th
(\i'v, \i'w)Th =

-(~v,

(\i'v, \i'w)Th =

-(~v,w)Th

w)Th

+ ({v}, [w])ffh + ([v], {w}).ril

(2.22)

+ ({\i'v }, [[w]])ffh + ([[Y'v]], {w} ).ril

(2.23)

+ ({\i'v}np, [[w]]np)ffh + ([V'v], {w}).r;·

(2.24)

Lemma 2.3.7. Inverse inequality: Let mE {1,d} vh E (Vbs)m. Then, there exists
C1

> 0 independent of h such that
(2.25)

Theorem 2.3.8. Trace inequalities: FormE {1, d, d2 }, v E (H-h)m, vh E (Vbs)m,
wE (H 1 (7h))d, and wh E (Vbs)d, there exists a constant Cr > 0, independent of h
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such that

II

2.3.3

1

ll§h +II [vh] ll§h

~

Cr II

h- 2vh

II {{w}} ll§h +II [[wJJ ll§h

~

Cr(ll

h- 2 w

{vh}

1

liTh,
liTh+ II

(2.27)
1

h- 2 \lw

liTh,

(2.28)

Projections and Interpolants

In this section the Clement interpolant, the Crouzeix-Raviart interpolant and the L 2
projection are introduced. These interpolants and projection are used to prove the
convergence results. Finally, an important projection is defined.

1. L 2 projection onto (W~)m formE {1, d, ~} and v E [L2(9'h)]m is given by

v

and is defined as:

(2.30)

By choosing

wh

= v and

using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, it is easy to show

that
(2.31)

2.

L2 projection onto Vt,

1fp:

L 2 (0)

-t

Vt and its vectorial version (element-wise)

(2.32)
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If v E HP+ 1 (Th) and v E HP+ 1 (Th), then

II v- 1rpV
II v- 1t'pV

II h\l(v- 1rpv)

liTh

:<:::;

Mhp+llvip+l,Th'

(2.33)

II h\l(v- 1t'pv)

liTh

:<:::;

MhP+llvip+l,Th·

(2.34)

liTh+
liTh+

3. The Crouzeix-Raviart interpolant: Let CR and its vectorial version CR be the
Crouzeix-Raviart space, and let assume ic : H 1 (0)

--+

CR be the vectorial

Crouzeix-Raviart interpolant then for all v E H 2 (0)

for a constant M independent of h.
4. Clement interpolant (definition at [10]): Denoted by Ch : L 2 (0)

--+

Vl,c

where

Then,

where v E H"'~+ 1 (Th), 'Y E {0, 1}.
Note that the vectorial Clement interpolant Ch also satisfies (2.36).
5. The projection Pa : L 2 (0)

--+

Qh is defined by Pa = (1 - a)1r 0

all v E H"'~+ 1 (Th), 'Y E {0, 1} has the property,

+ aCh

and for
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Lemma 2.3.9.
(2.38)

Lemma 2.3.10. For all vh E H 1 (Th)

where M > 0 is a constant independent of h.
Theorem 2.3.11. Poincare inequality: For all vh E H 1 (Th) there holds

(2.40)

where Cp is a constant independent of h. And,

(2.41)

where

Cp

is a constant independent of h.

Lemma 2.3.12. For all

vh E

H 1 (7h), there exists a constant CE > 0 independent

of h such that

Theorem 2.3.13. Let ah E V~ and bh, ch E W~ be fixed.

unique function

¢h E

V bs such that

Then, there exists a
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{Y'¢h}Jpnp = bhJF VF

E

(2.43)

§h,

{cPh}JF = chJF VF E :Fi.
Moreover,

<Ph satisfies the following priori estimate

where Mp is a constant independent of h.

2.4

Analysis of Non-Symmetric DG Solution of Stokes Equations

In this section I prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the nonsymmetric penalty-free method. A priori error estimation is also derived.

2.4.1

Existence of the Solution

In this section I use generalized Lax-Milgram theorem to prove the existence and
uniqueness of the solution of the non-symmetric Stokes scheme. I first state the
generalized Lax-Milgram theorem and then prove each step of the theorem for my
scheme. I seek (uh,Ph) E

Vbs

x Qh that satisfies for all (v,q) E

a(uh, v)

+ b(v,ph)- b(q, uh) =

Vbs

x Qh

F(v, q).

(2.44)

I will use the generalized Lax-Milgram theorem and show that there exists a unique

(uh,Ph) satisfying (2.44). First let us state the Lax-Milgram theorem [22]:
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Theorem 2.4.1 (Banach-Necas-Babuska). Consider the following {abstract) problem

Seek u E W such that

= f(v), Vv

B(u, v)

(2.45)

E V

• W and V are vector spaces equipped with norms denoted by

II · II w

and

II · II v,

respectively. In many applications, W and V are Hilbert spaces, but a more
general case where V is a reflexive Banach space and W a Banach space can
be considered. Unless stated otherwise, I henceforth assume that W and V are
Banach spaces and that V is reflexive. W is called the solution space, and V
is called the test space.
• B is a continuous bilinear form on W x V, henceforth, I shall also say that a
is bounded on W x V.

• f

is a continuous linear form on V, i.e.,

write f(v) instead of< f, v

f

E

v'.

To simplify the notation, I

>v v.
'

then, problem {2.45} is well-posed {in the sense introduced by Hadamard {22}} if and
only if

::J

::~a>

•

0,

m

f

sup

wEW vEV

B(w,v)

>a,

(2.46)

= 0).

(2.47)

llwllwllvllv -

Vv E V, (Vw E W, B(w,v)

= 0) =>

(v

Moreover, the following a priori estimate holds

I

\If E V,

I apply Theorem 2.4.1 with W

=

1

llullw ~ -llfllv·
a

V = V

bs X Qh.

(2.48)

Since this is now a finite dimensional
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problem, the statement in (2.46) is equivalent to statement in (2.47) (see proposition
(2.21) in [22]).
I define the bilinear form S : (V bs

X

Qh)

X

(V bs

X

Qh)

~

R by

(2.49)

Problem (2.44) becomes

S((uh,Ph), (v, q)) = F(v, q)

\i(v, q)

E Vbs

x Qh.

(2.50)

Proposition 2.4.2. There exists a constant {3 > 0 independent of h such that for all

(uh,Ph) in

Vbs

x Qh there holds

fJIII(uh,Ph)lll

~

sup

S((uh,Ph), (v,q))

(v,q)EVbs xQh

(2.51)

lll(v, q)lll

The proof of this proposition is given at the end of this section. To apply the LaxMilgram Theorem 2.4.1 I first show that the bilinear form S is continuous.
Proposition 2.4.3. There is a constant M independent of h such that

IS((uh,Ph), (v, q))l ~ M

lll(uh,Ph)llllll(v, q)lll

\i(uh,Ph), \i(v, q) E

Vbs X

Qh.
(2.52)

Proof. From [9] there is a constant M 1 independent of h such that

(2.53)

By definition of b and using integration by parts (2.22) b(ph, v)

= L:rETh fr '\lph ·

v- L:FE.>i"([ph], { v}) and therefore by Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, trace inequality
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(2.27) and (2.41) there exists a constant M 2 independent of h such that

lb(ph, v)l ~

M2111Phii1QIIIvlll,

(2.54)

M2lllqiiiQIIIvlll-

(2.55)

lb(q,v)l ~

Adding (2.53), (2.54) and (2.55) proves the continuity of the bilinear forms.

0

Next, I show continuity of the right-hand side of (2.50). By Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality and (2.41) I have

where M 4 is a constant independent of h. Therefore, by Lax-Milgram Theorem 2.4.1
there exists a unique (uh,Ph) in

Vbs

x Qh satisfying (2.50).

Proof of the inf-sup condition:
Now, I break the proof of Proposition 2.4.2 in the following two steps:
• There exists a constant M1 > 0 independent of h such that for each fixed pair

(uh,Ph) E

Vbs

x Qh there exists a pair (vh,qh) E

Vbs

x Qh with

and
• There exists a constant M 2 > 0 independent of h such that for the choice vh, qh
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in (2.56),

(2.57)
The proof of (2.56) and (2.57) follows closely the proof of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 in [9].
I fix uh in

Vbs

and Ph in Qh. Let wh E

Vbs

be the projection defined in Theorem

2.3.13 with the arguments

(2.58)

and let

Zh

be the projection defined in Theorem 2.3.13 with the arguments

(2.59)

I compute:
(2.60)
Using (2.24), (2.19) , Corollary 2.3.5, Lemma 2.3.3 and L 2 projection 7ro on V~, (see
(2.32)) I have,

a(uh, wh) =

-(~uh,

wh)Th + ([['Vuh]], {wh} ).r; + ([[uh]]np, {'Vwh}np)g-h

= -(~uh, 1t'owh)Th

+ ([['Vuh]], {wh} ).r; + ([[uh]]np, {'Vwh}np )g-h.
(2.61)

From Theorem 2.3.13, 1roWh

h- 1[[uh]]np for

=

0, { wh}iF

all FE ~h· Thus, by (2.38)

=

0 for all F E

:Fi and {'Vwh}np =
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Moreover, by integration by parts I obtain

b(ph, wh) = -(ph, \7 · wh)Th

+ ({Ph}, [wh])§h

= (\i'ph, wh)Th - ({ph}, [wh])§h - ([ph], {wh} ).r; + ({Ph}, [wh])§h
= (\i'ph,wh)Th- ([ph], {wh}).r;·
Since \i'ph E v~ and 7roWh

= 0, I have,

Furthermore, since Ph E Qh I write Ph = Ph,c
Using the fact that {wh}

+ Ph,d with Ph,c

E Q~,c and

Ph,d E Q~,d·

= 0 on interior faces, I obtain

b(ph, wh) = -([ph,c]
=

+ [ph,d], {wh} ).r; = -([ph,d], { wh} ).r;

-([ph,dL {wh} ).r;

=

o

and

Now, by applying integration by parts, I obtain as in (2.61)

By Theorem 2.3.13, I have 7roZh

= h2\7ph, {zh} = -h[ph] and {\i'zh}np = 0. So,

by inverse inequality (2.25), trace inequality (2.29), Cauchy-Schwarz's and Young's
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inequalities I obtain

a(uh, zh)
la-l(uh,vh)l

=

-2

-(f).uh, h \lph)Th-

([[\luh]], h[ph]).r,

S 11/:).uhi!Th llh?\lphi!Th + 11[[\luh]]ll.r; llh[ph]ll.r;

S CIII\luhlb llh\lphi!Th + CCrllh-~\luhll.r; llh[ph]ll.r;
S Cll\luhi!Th(llh\lphllrh + llii-~[Ph]ll.rJ.
So, I have

where

c2 is a constant independent of h.

In summary I obtained,

~11\luhll}h,

(2.62)

llh-~[[uh]]ll~h'

(2.63)

a(uh,uh) 2:
a(uh,wh)

=

b(ph, wh)
b(ph,zh)
a(uh,zh) 2:
where

= 0,

(2.64)

= IIIPhlll~,

(2.65)

-C2II"Vuhll}h- ~IIIPhlll~,

c2 is a constant independent of h.

(2.66)
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To prove (2.56) I choose vh = uh + ~wh +

Y

1

b zh and Qh =Ph

4

2

1

= a(uh, Uh + 2Wh + 402 Zh)
1
1
+ b(ph, Uh + 2 wh + 402 Zh)- b(qh, uh)
1
1
= a(uh, uh) + 2 a(uh, wh) + 402 a(uh, zh)
1
1
+ b(ph, uh) + 2"b(ph, wh) + 402 b(ph, zh) - b(ph, uh)

Taking vh = 0 and Qh =Ph in (2.50) yields

(2.67)

Using (2.67) and (2.64) I obtain

Now by plugging (2.62), (2.63), (2.65), and (2.66) in (2.68) I obtain

Thus by (2.42) I obtain

By choosing M 1

=

min{~,~+ ~,

8

b

2 }

I proved (2.56). I now prove (2.4.1). By a

priori estimates in Theorem 2.3.13 there exists a constant M independent of h such
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that

lllwhlll 2 ~ Mllh-~[[uh]]nFII~h'
lllzhlll 2

~ MIIIPhlll~·

(2.71)

Using (2.38) and (2.31) I have

(2.72)

Therefore, using the definition of vh I obtain

lllvhiW ~ 4llluhlll 2 + OlllwhiW + ~2 lllzhlll 2
~

M(llluhlll 2 + IIIPhlll~).

And I clearly obtain (2.51) with a constant f3 independent of h.
2.4.2

A Priori Error Estimates

Define the following quantities

(2.73)

(2.74)
where the projection Po. : £ 2 (0.)
definition of CR, I observe that

---?

eu E

Qh is defined by Po.
Vbs

and

~P E

= (1 - o}rr0 + aCh. By

Qh. Furthermore, Po. satisfies the
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error estimate

for all v E H"~+ 1 (7h),')' E {0, 1}.
Theorem 2.4.4. Let 1Ju E H 2 (f2)
and Qh

= aQtc E9 ,BQR,d for (a, ,8)

+ CR
E

and T/p E H"~+ 1 (f2)

+ Qh,

with 1 E {0, 1}

{(1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)}, be defined as {2. 13) and

{2. 14). Then there exists a constant M > 0 independent of h such that

(2.75)

Lemma 2.4.5. There exists a constant ,8 > 0 independent of h such that there holds

alll(c C)lll<
fJ

Proof. Since ({u,

~p)

.,u,<,p

_sup

a({wv)+b(~p,v)-b(q,{u)

lll(v,q)lll

.

is in V bs x Qh then proof is as the proof of Proposition 2.4.2.

D

Theorem 2.4.6. Let u E H 2 (D),p E H"~+ 1 (f2), 1 E {0, 1}, be the exact solution of
the problem {2.1) and let uh E Vbs,Ph E Qh, be the approximation defined by {2.44).
Then, there exists a constant M > 0 independent of h such that

Proof. Proof is given in [9]. I remind it here.

Let us first establish the a priori estimate for the triple norm

Ill · Ill·

Split the error
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in a standard manner into two parts

(2.77)

by Theorem 2.4.4, it follows that

So I need estimation for the second term of (2.78). Using consistency and subtracting equation (2.44) with the exact solution from (2.44), I obtain the following error
equation

By Lemma 2.4.5, continuity of Sand (2.78)

III~Ul ~Pill

:::; f3
= (3

sup
(vh,Qh)EVbs xQh

sup
(vh,Qh)EVbs xQh

a(~u,

vh)

+ b(~p, vh) -

b(qh, ~u)

ll!(vh,qh)
a(TJu 1 vh) + b(TJp, vh)- b(qh, '11u)
ll!(vh,qh)

Therefore, I obtain

To prove the error estimate for liP- Ph liTh I have ( [26]) that there exists Vp E H5(0)
such that \l · Vp

= p -Ph and ll\lvpll :::; Mllp -Ph liTh, where M > 0 is a constant
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independent of h. I write liP- Phlll2(Th)

=

T1

+ T2

where

T1 = -('V(p- Ph), Vp- Chvp)Th + ([p- Ph], { Vp- Chvp} ).r;+
T2

=-

('V(p- Ph), ChvP)Th

+ ([p- Ph], { Chvp} ).r;

and C h is vectorial Clement interpolation operator.
Using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, the trace inequality (2.29), (2.36) and consistency
of form I obtain

T1 :S II'V(p- Ph)llrh llvP- Chvpllrh

:S Mhii'V(p- Ph)llffh II'Vvpllrh
-

:S M(llh'V(p- Ph)IL~h

-

+ ll[p- Ph]llffh ll{vp- Chvp}llffh

+ Mh~ll[p- Ph]llffh

II'Vvpllrh

1

+ llh 2 [p- Ph]llffh)II'Vvpll

:S MIIIP- PhiiiQIIP- Phllrh

(2.80)

and

=

('V( u- uh), 'VChvP)Th

::; (II'V(u- uh)ll}h

+ ([[u- uh]], {'VChvp} )ffh

+ llh-~[[u- uhii~J~(II'VChvpll}h + llh~{'VChvp}II~J~

:S C(II'V(u- uh)llrh

+ llh-~[[u- uh]]llffh)IIP- Phii'Ih·

(2.81)

By combining (2.80) and (2.81) I obtain,

(2.82)

where C > 0 is a constant independent of h. By (2.79) and (2.82), I obtain (2.76).

0
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Chapter 3
N avier-Stokes Equations
In this chapter I formulate the penalty-free symmetric and non-symmetric schemes
for the incompressible N avier-Stokes equations. I restate the solution of the discrete
problem as a fixed point of a problem-related map, that yields an Oseen problem.
I show the map is well posed using the generalized Lax-Milgram theorem. I apply
the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem to show that the map has a fixed point.
Optimal a priori error estimates are derived. I finish the chapter by presenting several
numerical examples. To the best of my knowledge this chapter is the first work for
the penalty-free symmetric and non-symmetric scheme for the incompressible NavierStokes equations. The structure of the chapter is as follows:
I first state the model problem. In section 3.1.1 I give the numerical scheme for the
symmetric and non-symmetric penalty-free incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
In section 3.2 existence of the numerical solution is discussed. In this chapter I first
express the numerical solution of the scheme as a fixed point of the problem-related
map called G. From there the proof of the existence of the numerical solution follows
in two parts. First, I show that the map G is well-defined. Proving the generalized
Lax-Milgram theorem is my tool to show the map G is well-defined. Since the proof
of the inf-sup condition in Lax-Milgram theorem is more involved, I give the proof
of the inf-sup condition in section 3.3. Second, I show the map G has a fixed point
for which I apply Leray-Schauder fixed-point theorem to my map. The proof of the
continuity of map G is more involved and therefore, I allocate section 3.4 to it. In
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section 3.5 I prove the error estimates. Finally in section 3.6 I modify Dr Riviere
discontinuous Galerkin codes for the Navier-Stokes equations to include bubble basis
and show some numerical examples. I do not use a preconditioner and the modified
parts of the code by me is not optimal. The goal of this chapter is to highlight the
results by showing some numerical examples.

3.1

Model Problem and Scheme

I define the Navier-Stokes equations on a convex polygon

Given

f

E

n

E .!Rd with (d

= 2, 3).

L 2 (D) find (u,p) E H~(n) x L~(n), such that

-~u

+ u. \i'u + \i'p =
\7 . u

n,

(3.1)

= 0, in n,

(3.2)

f, in

u = 0, on

an.

(3.3)

The Sobolev spaces above are defined in (2.2) and (2.3).

3.1.1

Numerical Solution

The diffusive term of the N avier-Stokes equations is discretized by the following bilinear form

where

t:

takes the values

+1 or -1.

One can check that
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which is the standard form given in [26]. The pressure term is discretized by (2.16).
To discretize the nonlinear convection term I introduce the notation
zext

to denote the restriction of

z

to the element

T,

zint

respectively

respectively the neighboring

element toT. The vector n 7 is the normal outward toT.

c(wh, vh; zh, lh) =

L 1(vh · 'Vzh) · (} + ~ L 1('V · vh)zh · Oh

rETh

+I.:

7

rETh

r

wh

i{vh}. nri(zhnt-

7

z~xt). ort- ~

rETh } 07-

I.:

r[vh]{zh. o}

FE§h} F

(3.5)

where
(3.6)

The form c is well-studied in the literature, in particular in [26, 11, 40]. I recall the
following continuity bound proved in Proposition 4.1 of [26].
Lemma 3.1.1. There is a constant C0 independent of h such that

The following positivity result is proved in (6.6) in [26]
Lemma 3.1.2.
(3.8)

The numerical scheme is: find (uh, Ph) E V bs x Qh such that
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3.2

Existence of Solution to the Navier-Stokes Discretized
Problem

In this part we establish and prove the existence of the numerical solution. I consider
two cases: (i) penalty free non-symmetric and, (ii) penalty free symmetric and in
both cases we define the solution of the scheme as a fixed point of a special map. I
use the Leray-Schauder theorem to prove existence of a fixed point. I define a map

G as follows:

G : V bs

X

Qh

~

V bs

X

Qh

(uh,Ph) ~ (uh,Ph)
where (uh,Ph) satisfies for all (v,q) E

Vbs

x Qh

(3.10)

Observe that the fixed point of the map G is the solution of (3.9). I will use the
Leray-Schauder theorem to prove existence of a fixed-point of G. I first state the
Leray-Schauder theorem.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let G be a continuous and compact mapping of a Banach space X

into itself, such that the set

{x EX: x

= >.Gx for

some 0 ~ >.. ~ 1}

is bounded. Then G has a fixed point.
The first step is to show that the map G is well-defined. So, we will use the
generalized Lax-Milgram Theorem 2.4.1 and show that there exists a unique (uh,Ph)
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satisfying (3.10).
I apply Theorem 2.4.1 to the following space W = V = Vbs x Qh. Since this is now a
finite dimensional problem, the statement in (2.46) is equivalent to statement in (2.47)
(see proposition (2.21) in [22]). I define the bilinear formS: (Vbs xQh) x (Vbs xQh)--+
lR by

Problem (3.10) becomes

S((uh,Ph), (v, q)) = F(v, q)

V(v, q) E Vbs x Qh.

(3.12)

To apply the Lax-Milgram Theorem 2.4.1 I first show that the bilinear form S is
continuous.

Proposition 3.2.2. There is a constant M independent of h such that

IS((uh,Ph), (v,q))l::; M lll(uh,Ph)llllll(v,q)lll

V(uh,Ph), V(v,q) E Vbs x Qh.
(3.13)

Proof. From [9] there is a constant M 1 independent of h such that

(3.14)

By definition of b and using integration by parts (2.22)

b(ph, vh) =

L 1'\lph · vh- L ([ph], { vh} ),
TETh

T

FE.'J'

and therefore by Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, trace inequality (2.27) and (2.41) there
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exists a constant M independent of h such that

lb(ph,vh)i:::;

MIIIPhiiiQIIIvhlll,

(3.15)

MlllqiiiQIIIvhlll·

(3.16)

ib(q,vh)i:::;

Also, from Lemma 3.1.1, there is a constant C0 > 0 independent of h such that

where N

= Colliuhill· Adding (3.14), (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17) proves the continuity

of the bilinear forms.

0

Next, I show continuity of the right-hand side of (3.12). By Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality and (2.41) I have

IF(v, q)i:::;

II!IIL (n)llvll£2(n)
2

:::; Cpii!IIL (n)lllvlll·
2

Finally the Lax-Milgram theorem requires an inf-sup condition stated below. The
proof is given in Section 3.3.
Proposition 3.2.3. Assume

uh

satisfies the following bound

(3.18)

where for the non-symmetric case (E
the symmetric case (E

= 1) the constant C is equal to 20~"t-P ; and for

= -1) the constant C is equal to 2Co(l_;:'h})Mp. Here CE is

the constant in (2.42}, C0 is the constant in (3. 7} and CT is the constant in (2.27}.
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There exists a constant
in V

bs X

f3 > 0 independent of h and of uh such that for all (uh, Ph)

Qh there holds

Therefore, by Lax-Milgram Theorem 2.4.1, under the condition (3.18) there exists a
unique (uh,Ph) in

Vbs

x Qh satisfying (3.12). In addition I have the following bound

for (uh,Ph)

where Cp is the Poincare's constant in (2.40). Under the small data assumption

II/IIL2(n) :::;

f3C

Cp

(3.20)

I conclude that the solution uh also satisfies the bound

Define the space

Thus I showed that the restriction of the map G to the space X h x Qh is a well-defined
map onto Xh x Qh. The second step of the Leray-Schauder theorem is to show that
the map G is continuous. The proof is given in Section 3.4.
Proposition 3.2.4. Let (un)n;::o be a sequence in Vbs that converges to u in

Vbs·

Let

(Pn)n;::o be a sequence in Qh that converges top in Qh. By definition set (un,Pn)
G(un,Pn) and (u,p)

=

G(u,P). Then, the sequence (un)n;::o converges to u in

and the sequence (Pn)n;::o converges top in Qh.

=

Vbs
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Finally I need to show that the map G is compact.

Since

Vbs

x Qh is a finite

dimensional space, it is equivalent to show that G is sequentially compact.

For

sequentially compactness it is sufficient to show that G maps bounded sets to bounded
sets.

Proposition 3.2.5. Assume that (uh,Ph) is bounded by a constant then (uh,Ph) is
also bounded.
Proof. From the inf-sup condition, I can write

,BIII(uh,Ph)lll : : ;

a,(uh, v)

sup
(v,q)EVbsXQh

<

+ b(v,ph)- b(q, uh) + c(uh, uh, uh, v)
lll(v, q)lll

F(v,q)

sup

-

(v,q)EVbsxQh

:S

Cpii/IIL2(fl)·

lll(v,q)lll

Since the inf-sup constant ,8 is independent of h and uh I can conclude.

D

The last assumption in the Leray-Schauder theorem is to show that the set

z=

{(uh,Ph) E xh

X

Qh: (uh,fJh) = AG(uh,Ph) for some 0::::; A::::; 1}

is bounded.
Proof. Fix 0 ::::; A ::::; 1. Define (uh, Ph) = G(uh, Ph). From the inf-sup condition, I

have
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which is clearly bounded.

D

Therefore I have shown that there exists a fixed point of the map G restricted to

X

h

x

I summarize the result in the following theorem.

Qh.

Theorem 3.2.6. Under the small data assumption {3.20) there exists (uh, Ph) E

X

h x Qh

that satisfies

(3.21)

3.3

Proof of the Inf-Sup Condition

In order to show that the map G defined in previous chapter is well-defined I need
to show that (3.10) has a unique solution. To do so I use generalized Lax-Milgram.
I proved F, S are continuous and now I have to prove that the inf-sup condition is
satisfied. In this section I prove the inf-sup condition for both non-symmetric and
symmetric cases.

3.3.1

Non-Symmetric Case

I first prove the following lemma that is used in the proof of the inf-sup condition.
Lemma 3.3.1. Let

wh

E

Vbs

be the projection defined in Theorem 2.3.13 with the

arguments
(3.22)
and let z h be the projection defined in Theorem 2. 3.13 with the arguments

(3.23)
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then,

and

where No and N 1 are constants independent of h. In fact, N 0 = MpC0 /CE where CE
is the constant in {2.42) and C 0 is the constant in {3. 7).

I recall that the definition of

[[uh]] is given in (2.6) and that [[uh]] is the L 2 projection

on piecewise constants (see (2.30)).
Proof. By Theorem 2.3.13, (2.31) and Lemma 2.3.1 I have,

-

1

-

lllwhlll :S Mpllh-:l[[uh]]nFII.9"h
:S Mpllh-~[[uh]]nFII.9"h :S Mpllli-~[[uh]]ll§h
:S

Mpllluhlll·

I also have by Theorem 2.3.13

Using Lemma 3.1.1, (3.26) and (2.42), I have

lc(it;;, Uh, uh, wh)l :S Collluhlll llluhlll lllwhlll
: : ; g:llluhiii(IIY'uhll}h + llli-~[[uh]lii~J.

(3.26)
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I also have from Lemma 3.1.1 and (3.27),

lc(uh, uh, uh, zh)l ~

CoiiiU"hlll llluhlll lllzhlll

~ N{ 12 llluhlll (ll\7uhll}h + llii-![[uh]]ll~h) 112 IIIPhiiiQ

~ N1 lll~lll 2 (ll\7uhll}h + llii-![[uh]]ll~h) + ~IIIPhlll~·
D

Assume now that

uh

E Vbs satisfies (3.18). This is equivalent to write

(3.28)

where N 0 is the constant given in (3.24). Next, I break the proof of Proposition 3.2.3
in the following two parts: there exist constants M 3 and M 4 independent of h and
such that for each fixed pair (uh, Ph) E

V bs

x Qh there exists a pair (vh, Qh) E

V bs

uh

x Qh

with

and
(3.30)
The proof of (3.29) and (3.30) follows the proof of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 in [9]. I fix

uh in

Vbs

and Ph in Qh. Let wh, Zh be defined as Lemma 3.3.1.

(3.31)

Using (2.24), (2.19), Corollary 2.3.5, Lemma 2.3.3 and L 2 projection

7ro

on V~, (see
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(2.32)) I have,

a1(uh, wh) = -(~uh, wh)Th +([['Yuh]], {wh} ).r. + ([[uh]]nF, {'Vwh}nF )§h

= -(~uh, 1roWh)Th +([['Yuh]], {Wh} ).r; + ([[uh]]nF, {'Vwh}nF )§h ·
(3.32)
From Theorem 2.3.13 I have, 1r0wh = 0, {wh}iF = 0 for all FE

:Fi and {'Vwh}nF =

/i- 1[[uh]]nF for all FE ~h· Thus, by (2.38)

Moreover, by integration by parts I obtain

b(ph, wh) = -(ph, 'V · wh)Th

+ ({Ph}, [wh])§h

= ('Vph, wh)Th - ({Ph}, [wh])§h - ([ph], {wh} ).r; + ({ph}, [wh])§h
= ('Vph,wh)Th- ([ph],{wh}).r;·
Since 'Vph E v~ and 1roWh = 0, I have,

Furthermore, since Ph E Qh I write Ph= Ph,c

+ Ph,d with Ph,c

E Q~,c and

Using the fact that {wh} = 0 on interior faces, I obtain

b(ph, wh) = -([ph,c]

+ [ph,d], {wh} ).r. =

= -([ph,dL {wh} ).r; =

-([ph,d], {wh} ).r;

o

Ph,d

E

QR,d·
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and

Now, by applying integration by parts, I obtain as in (3.32)

inverse inequality (2.25), trace inequality, Cauchy-Schwarz's and Young's inequalities
I obtain
-2

-

a1(uh, zh) = -(~uh, h 'lph)Th- ([['V'uh]], h[ph]).ri>
Jal(uh,zh)l:::; ll~uhii7h llh 2'lphl!Th
:::; CIII'luhllTh llh'lphllTh

+ II[['V'uh]]ll.r; IJh[ph]ll.r;

+ MCrllh-~'luhll.r;

:::; Mjj'luhJJTh(jjh\lphJITh

llh[ph]ll.r;

+ Jjh-~(ph]JJ.rJ.

So, I have
(3.33)
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where C 2 is a constant independent of h. In summary I obtained,

(3.34)
ai(uh,wh)

-

b(ph, wh)
b(ph, Zh)
a1(uh, zh)

1

-

2

= llh- 2 [[uh]]ll§h'
=

0,

= IIIPhlll~,

~ -C2IIY'uhll}h- ~IIIPhlll~-

where C 2 is a constant independent of h. To prove (3.29) I choose vh

(3.35)
(3.36)
(3.37)
(3.38)

= Auh + Bwh +

Dzh and qh =Ph with constants A, B, and D to be defined. Then,

Taking vh

= 0 and qh =Ph in (3.12) yields
(3.39)
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Using (3.8), (3.39) and (3.36) and assuming A 2:: 0, I obtain

Now plugging (3.24), (3.25), (3.34), (3.35), (3.37), and (3.38) in (3.40) I obtain

Y 2::ll\7uhll}h(A- DC2- BNollluhlll-

1

-

_

n;

1 llluhlll 2 )

DN1
2-llliihiW)

+ llh- 2 [[uh]]ll~h(B(1- Nollluhlll)- -

+ IIIPhlll~(~).
I choose the following

D=2,
B

= 1 + Nlllliihlll 2
1- Nollliihlll '

A= 2c2 + 1 + N1llliihiW + BNollluhill·
I observe that this implies

or with (2.42)

I conclude that the constant M 3 is a constant independent of hand of uh. It remains
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to check that A> 0. Since the function

uh satisfies

(3.28), I see that

So
(3.41)

This implies that B 2 0 and therefore A 2 0. I now prove (3.30).

Using (3.26) and (3.27) I have

Using (3.28) with (3.41) I see that

0

~ B ~ 2( 1 + 4~2 ).
0

This implies that

So the constant M 4 is independent of
constant is {3
3.3.2

= M 3 /M4 , I proved that

uh

and independent of h. Since the inf-sup

{3 is a constant independent of hand

uh.

Symmetric Case

I first prove a lemma similar to Lemma 3.3.2
Lemma 3.3.2. Let

wh E Vbs

be the projection defined in Theorem 2.3.13 with the
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arguments
(3.42)

and let zh be the projection defined in Theorem 2. 3.13 with the arguments

(3.43)

then,

and

where N 0 and N 1 are constants independent of h. In fact, N 0

= MpC0 /CE where CE

is the constant in (2.42) and C0 is the constant in (3. 7).

The proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 3.3.1. Assume now that

uh E V bs

satisfies (3.18). Next, I break the proof of Proposition 3.2.3 in the following two parts:
there exist constants M3 and M 4 independent of h and
pair (uh,Ph) E

Vbs

x Qh there exists a pair (vh,qh) E

uh

Vbs

such that for each fixed

x Qh with

and
(3.47)
The proof of (3.46) and (3.47) is similar to the proof of (3.29) and (3.30). Let wh, zh
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be defined as Lemma 3.3.2. I fix uh in

Vbs

and Ph in Qh.

(3.48)

Also, from (2.19), Corollary 2.3.5 and definition of average (2.30)

Putting these together and using the Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, the trace inequality

(2.27) and Young's inequality I obtain
2

-1

-

1

-

a_l(uh,uh) 2: IIVuhlb- 2llh 2 {Vuh}ll.~hllh- 2 [[uh]]ll§h

2: IIVuhll}h- 2Cri1Vuhi1Thllli-~[[uh]]ll§h
1

2

2-

1

-2

2: 2IIVuhiiTh- 2Crllh- 2 [[uh]]ll§h·
Using (2.24), (2.19), Corollary 2.3.5, Lemma 2.3.3 and L 2 projection 1io on V~, (see

(2.32)) I have,

a_l(uh, wh)

= -(.6.uh, wh)Th + ([[Vuh]], { wh} )F; - ([[uh]]np, {Vwh}np )§h
= -(.6.uh, 1iowh)Th + ([[Vuh]], { wh} )F; - ([[uh]]np, {Vwh}np )§h.
(3.49)

From Theorem 2.3.13, I have: 1iowh

= 0, {wh}IF = 0 for all FE :Fi and {Vwh}np =

-li- 1 [[uh]]nF for all FE $h. Thus, by (2.38)
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Moreover, as in the proof of the inf-sup condition for the non-symmetric case, I have

Now, by applying integration by parts, I obtain as in (3.49)

By Theorem 2.3.13, I have

1r 0 zh

=

h 2\7ph, {zh}

=

-h[ph] and {Y'zh}nF

= 0. So, I

obtain the same bound as (3.33),

(3.50)

where C 2 is a constant independent of h. In summary I obtained,

a_l(uh,uh)

1

2

2

(3.51)

= llh-~[[uh]]ll~h'

(3.52)

a_l(uh,wh)

= 0,

(3.53)

= IIIPhill~,

(3.54)

b(ph, wh)
b(ph, Zh)
a_l(uh, zh)

where

2-l-

2: 2IIY'uh11Th- 2Crllh- 2 [[uh]]ll§h'

2

1

2

2: -C2IIY'uhiiTh- 4IIIPhiiiQ·

c2 is a constant independent of h.

(3.55)

To prove (3.29) I choose Vh = Auh + Bwh +

Dzh and Qh =Ph with constants A, B, and D to be defined. Then, I obtain the same

bound as (3.40) assuming that A 2: 0. Now plugging (3.44), (3.45), (3.51), (3.52),
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(3.54), and (3.55) in (3.40) I obtain

Y

~ll\7uhll}h (~A- C2D- BNollluhlll-

D:

1

llluhlll 2)

+ llh-~[[uh]]ll~h (-2AC~ + B(1- Nollluhlll)-

D:

1

llluhlll 2)

+ IIIPhlll~(~).
I choose the following

D=2,

1+ Nlllluhlll 2(1 + 4C~) + 4C,f(1 + 2C2)
1- (1 + 4C,f)Nollluhlll
'
A= 2+ 4C2 + 2Nlllluhlll 2+ 2BNollluhlll·

B =

I observe that this implies

or with

(2.42)

I conclude that the constant M 3 is a constant independent of hand of uh. It remains
to check that A> 0. Since the function

uh
1

satisfies (3.18), I see that

1 ~ 1- No(1 + 4C-f)llluhlll ~ 2'
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So

l+N1(1+4C~)IIIiihiW+4C~(1+2C2):::; B:::; 2(1+N1(1+4C~)IIIiihiW+4C~(1+2C2)).
(3.56)
This implies that B

~

0 and therefore

A~

0. I now prove (3.47).

Using (3.26) and (3.27) I have

Using (3.18) with (3.56) I see that

and

So the constant M 4 is independent of uh and independent of h. Since the inf-sup
constant is f3

3.4

= M3/ M4, I proved that /3 is a constant independent of h and uh.

Proof of Continuity of G

In this section I prove that G is continuous. Let (un)n?:O be a sequence in X
converges to

u in

h

that

X h· Let (p;)n?:O be a sequence in Qh that converges top in Qh.

By definition set (un,Pn)

= G(un,p;) and (u,p) = G(u,P). I will show that the

sequence (un)n?:O converges to u in X

h

and the sequence (Pn)n?:O converges to p in
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By definition I have

(3.57)

a,(u, v)

+ b(p, v) + c(u, u, u, v)- b(q, u) =

F(v, q).

(3.58)

By subtracting (3.57) from (3.58) I obtain,

a,(u- Un, v) + b(p- Pn, v)- b(q, u- un) + c(u, u, u, v)- c(un, ii;;,, u, v) = 0. (3.59)

I decompose the form c into a trilinear part and a nonlinear part. I write

where the form £ is

I note that

d(u, u, v)- d(un, Un, v) = d(un, u- Un, v)

+ d(u- Un, u, v)

(3.60)

and

C(u, u, u, v)- £(it;;,, Un, Un, v) = C(un, u- Un, u, v)
+f(u, u, u, v)- £(it;;,, u, u, v).

+ C(un, Un, u- Un, v)
(3.61)
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Using (3.60) and (3.61) in (3.59), I have

a,(u- Un, v) + b(p- Pn, v)- b(q, U- Un) +

d(~, U-

Un, v) + f(un, Un, U- Un, v)

= -d(u- Un, u, v)- f(un, u- Um u, v)- f(u, u, u, v) + f(un, u, u, v).
From the inf-sup condition (3.19), I have

,BIII(u- Un,P- Pn)lll::;
a,(u- Un, v) + b(p- Pn, v)- b(q, u- Un) + c(~, ~' u- Un, v)
sup
lll(v, q)lll
(v,q)EVbsXQn
-d(u- ~. u, v)- £(~, u- ~. u, v)- f(u, u, u, v) + f(~, u, u, v)
lll(v, q)lll
(3.62)
Using the same arguments as in Proposition 4.1 of [11], I can show there is a constant

M independent of h such that

ld(u- un, u, v)l::;

Mlllu- unllllllullllllvlll,

lf(un,u- ~,u,v)l::;

Mlllu- unllllllullllllvlll·

Therefore, (3.62) becomes

,BIII(u- un,P- Pn)lll ::; M(lllulll + lllulll)lllu- unlll
+sup
vEVbs

The inf-sup constant ,8 is independent of

uh.

.e(un, u, u, v)- f(u, u, u, v)

lllvlll

.

To conclude that G is continuous, it
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suffices to show that

f(un, u, u, v)- f(u, u, u, v)
.
l1m
sup

lllvlll

n-+oo vEVbs

= 0.

This is proved in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.4.1. Assume that (un)n converges to u in

Vbs·

Then for any u E

Vbs,

= 0.

(3.63)

I

have
.
f(un, u, u, v)- f(u, u, u, v)
l1m
sup

lllvlll

n-+oo vEVbs

Proof. Denote by 0 the integrand of f(un, u, u, v). I have

e(un, u:, u, v) - e(u, u:, u, v)

=

2:: ( r _e- r _e).

rETh

I now fix an element T E
(choosing n F

7h and consider one face

} 8r'!:_n

} 8r'!!:

F E 8T. I recall the definition (3.6)

= nr)
8T~

= {x

E 8T

{u} · np < 0},

8T~

= {x

E 8T

{un} ·np < 0}.

From the definition of V bs the functions {u} ·np and {un ·np} are quadratic functions
on F. Define

W= {

JFn8r~n

0- {

JFn8r'!!

e

From equivalence of norms I have

lim

n-+oo

ll{u} · np- {un} · nFIIL""(F) = 0.

(3.64)
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Clearly this implies that if the quadratic function {it}· nF never vanishes on P, then
there exists no 2:: 0 so that for all n 2:: n 0 the function {un} · nF has the same strict
sign than {u} · nF. This means that W = 0. In the other case where the quadratic
function {u} · nF vanishes to at least one point on P, I write using the characteristic
function

This gives by expanding the definition of()

Using trace inequalities, I have for constants Mj;. independent of v and n

This implies that

It suffices then to show that

The quadratic function {u} · nF vanishes at one or two points located in P. Fix
t:

> 0. From (3.64), I see that there exists n 0 2:: 0 so that for all n 2:: n 0 the function

{un} · nF has the same strict sign than {it}· nF on F except on one or two (at most)
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intervals whose total length is bounded by

E.

So I have

which concludes the proof.

3.5

0

Error Estimates

In this section, error estimates are derived. We recall an approximation operator
Rh: H~(O) --tV h satisfying:

Vv E H~, Vqh E Qh,

(3.65)

II!Rh(v)- viii ::; Cnhs-llviH•(n), Vs E [1, 2], Vv E H~ n H 8 (0).

(3.66)

b(qh, Rh(v)- v)

= 0,

More details on the construction of the operator Rh can be found in [25, 42]. The
following theorem establishes an a priori estimate for the numerical solution.

Theorem 3.5.1. Assume there is a solution (u,p) to 3.1-3.3 such that u E H 2 (0), p E
H 1 (0) and the following bound holds:

(3.67)

Then, there exists a constant M independent of h, u and p such that

Proof. We decompose the errors into a numerical error and an approximation er-

ror. Denote 1rp E Qh an optimal approximation of p; for instance, 1rp could be an
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interpolant (for example Po. defined in 2.37)or a L 2 projection. Define

The error equation is:

Using the fact that u is in H~(O), I write:

Using the inf-sup condition 3.2.3, I obtain:
1

,BIII(€u, ~P)III :::; (vh,%)EVbsXQh
sup
Ill(Vh, qh )Ill (a€(7Ju, vh) + b(1]p, vh)- b(qh, 71u)
-c(uh, €u, Rh(u), vh)

+ c(uh, €u, Rh(u), vh) + c(uh, u, 71u, vh)).

The term b(qh, 71u) vanishes due to (3.65). From (3.66), I have

With the continuity of c, I obtain
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Using arguments similar to those found in [26], I obtain the following bound:

where M is a constant independent of h, u and p. Combining the bounds above yields

Using assumption 3.67, I conclude:

The final result is obtained by using a triangle inequality and the optimal approximations of Rh (u) and np.

3.6

0

Numerical Results

In this section I consider three examples to verify the error estimation results. I
considered linears for velocity and piecewise constants for pressure in the following
examples. The domain 0 is the unit square.

3.6.1

Examplel: Exact Solution in Discrete Space

In this example I consider the exact solution to be in space. The exact solution is
given as
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Therefore, the right-hand side is as following:

J(x,y)

~ [:~]

The following tables include the results for non-symmetric and symmetric cases respectively
• Non-symmetric case

Table
N
2
4
8
16

3 1 · Non-symmetric DG solution in discrete space

liP- Phll£2

llu- uhll£2

ll'\7(u- uh)IIL2

3.6519081e-12
8.3174823e-13
2. 7740368e-12
1. 9440667e-ll

5.1488477e-13
1.0353555e-13
6.4228405e-14
6.6133715e-14

3.3319588e-12
1.2857692e-12
1.5600257e-12
2.5556108e-12

• Symmetric case

Table 3.2 : Symmetric DG solution
N
liP- Phll£2 llu- uhiiL2
2 3.0868794e-12 2.4715756e-12
4 4.4992222e-13 5.3487424e-13
8 2.6655567e-13 3.9290368e-14
16 9.4661669e-13 1.1972030e-13

in discrete space

ll'\7(u- uh)IIL2
1.8624607e-11
7.7643988e-12
1.0958917e-12
5.7580303e-12
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3.6.2

Example 2: Exact Polynomial Solution not in Discrete Space

In this example I consider a polynomial solution which is not in the discrete space.
The exact solution is:

u(x,y)= [

y2

-

x2 -

2y + 2xl

,

x- 2y

p= 0.

Also, the right hand side is

f(x,y)

= [

- 2y2

+ 6x + 2x 2 y - 2xy - 2x 2 - 2]

-y2 + 2x2

+ 2xy 2 -

4xy + 6y - 2

.

The results for non-symmetric and symmetric cases are shown in the following tables
respectively
• Non-symmetric case

Table 3.3 : Non-symmetric DG solution not in discrete space
N
2
4
8
16

liP- Phll£2

llu- uhll£2

ll'\l(u- uh)ll£2

1.8400453e-01
1.0912133e-01 (0. 7538)
6.0242442e-02 (0.8571)
3.1594532e-02 (0.9311)

2. 2839403e-02
6.4857633e-03 (1.8162)
1.7160162e-03 (1.9182)
4.3788005e-04 (1.9705)

2.6373823e-01
1.3785238e-01 (0.9360)
7.0635726e-02 (0.9647)
3.5729151e-02 (0.9833)

• Symmetric case
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Table 3.4 : Symmetric DG solution not in discrete space
N
2
4
8
16

3.6.3

liP- Phll£2

llu- uhll£2

IIV(u- uh)IIL2

1. 5644276e-O 1
1.0050411e-01 (0.64)
6.1967413e-02 (0.69)
3.4583606e-02 (0.88)

1. 0098142e-O 1
9.4707706e-03 (3.47)
2.6928698e-03 (1.81)
7.1413905e-04 (1.91)

7.4552877e-01
1.5060992e-01 (2.88)
7.9355563e-02 (0.93)
4.0725964e-02 (0.96)

Example 3: Taylor-Green Vortex

In first example I consider a Taylor-Green vortex solution given by:

u(x,y)= [

sin(x) cos(y) l

,

- cos(x) sin(y)
p=O.

Therefore, the right-hand side is:

f(x,y) = [

sin(y) cos(x)

+ 2sin(x) cos(y)l

cos(y) sin(y)- 2 cos(x) cos(y)
The results are shown in the following tables. Table 3.5 presents the results for
non-symmetric case and table 3.6 shows results of the symmetric case.
• Non-symmetric case

Table 3.5 : Non-symmetric Taylor-Green vortex
N
2
4
8
16

liP- Phll£2

llu- uhiiL2

IIV(u- uh)IIL2

3.3910872e-02
1.4475169e-02 (1.2282)
6.9344989e-03 (1.0617)
3.4405274e-03 (1.0112)

1.1465840e-02
2.9392630e-03 (1.9638)
7.4570037e-04 (1.9788)
1.8785696e-04 (1.9890)

1.1796583e-01
5.9912170e-02 (0.9774)
3.0269120e-02 (0.9850)
1.5221147e-02 (0.9918)
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• Symmetric case

Table 3.6 : Symmetric Taylor-Green vortex
N
2
4
8
16

liP- Phll£2

llu- uhll£2

II'V(u- uh)IIL

2.0663622e-02
9.2696429e-03(1.1565)
4.2125703e-03 (1.1378)
2.0184211e-03 (1.0615)

1.3724891e-02
3.2590190e-03 (2.0743)
8.1832453e-04 (1.9937)
2.0597041e-04 (1.9902)

1.2748168e-01
6.2426091e-02 (1.0301)
3.1329833e-02 (0.9946)
1.5732883e-02 (0.9938)

2

I present the figures for the Taylor-Green vortex case. Respectively, figures 3.1,3.2,3.3
are the first component of velocity, the second component of velocity, and the velocity
of the non-symmetric case. In the order given, Figures 3.4,3.5,3.6 present the first
component of velocity, the second component of velocity and the velocity of the
symmetric case, respectively. Finally, figure 3. 7 is an example of the mesh I used.
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Figure 3.1

Non-symmetric: First component of velocity

0

0

(a) Non-symmetric: The first component of approximate velocity

(b) Non-symmetric: The first component of exact
velocity
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Figure 3.2

Non-symmetric: Second component of velocity

(a) Non-symmetric: The second component of approximate velocity

(b) Non-symmetric: The second component of exact velocity
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0

Figure 3.3

0

Non-symmetric: Velocity norm
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Figure 3.4

Symmetric: First component of velocity

0

0

(a) Symmetric: The first component of approximate
velocity

(b) Symmetric: The first component of exact velocity
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Figure 3.5

Symmetric: Second component of velocity

1

1

(a) Symmetric: The second component of approximate velocity

1

1

(b) Symmetric: The second component of exact velocity
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0

Figure 3.6

0

Symmetric: Velocity norm
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Figure 3. 7

Example of the mesh used In the simulations
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
In this work I used low order penalty-free discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods for
numerically solving the steady incompressible Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations.
I have established optimal a priori error estimates in broken energy norm for both
symmetric and non-symmetric schemes in 2D and 3D.
I first considered non-symmetric penalty-free DG scheme for the Stokes equations,
when piecewise polynomials were used to approximate the velocity. To overcome
the instability of standard DG we used locally quadratic bubbles to enrich the velocity space. I verified the existence, uniqueness of the solution and proved optimal
convergence in the broken energy norm.
Then, I formulated the bubble stabilized symmetric and non-symmetric scheme for
steady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the special case of piecewise linear
approximation. I used the upwind discretization for the non-linear term. The standard DG with penalty equal to zero is unstable in the sense that the linear system
in each iteration is non-singular. I obtained a convergent method by enriching the
space with locally quadratic polynomials. Since a direct application of the generalized Lax-Milgram theorem is not possible, I restated the solution as a fixed-point of a
problem-related map. I proved an optimal error in the broken energy norm for both
symmetric and non-symmetric cases. Numerical examples confirmed the theoretical
methods.
As future work, I will apply penalty-free discontinuous Galerkin method to solve the
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coupled problem of free flow with two phase flow in porous media.
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Appendix A
Proof of Technical Lemmas
Proof of lemma 2.3.1:
I assumed= 2. The proof ford= 3 is similar.
Fix a face F E

§h.

Assume that

= n 1 . Then, we write

np

Assume first it is an interior face shared by elements

T1, T2.

Then by definition (2.6), we obtain

[~
8x

!l:!E2.
8x

[~
8x

!l:!E2.
8x

awl

~]
8y

!l:!E2.
8y

~]
8y

!l:!E2.
8y

awl

= (vunu + V21n21) ax + (vun12 + V21n22) ay +
(v12n11

+ v22n21)

aw2
ax

+ (vl2nl2 + V22n22)

aw2
ay . (A.l)
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On the other hand, we have since n2

= -n1:

and

which is the same expression as (A.l). So we have proved (2.19). Next we prove the
other results.

Finally, we have
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On the other hand

(A.4)

which is the same expression as (A.3). Next, we consider the case of boundary face.
Let F E §e be a fixed boundary face.

[[v]]n · \i'wn =

(v ®

n)n · \i'wn

= [[v]]: V'w
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So, we have proved (2.19). Next

[[v]]n 0 n = (v 0 n)n 0 n

= [ :::::: ::::::] [ :::] ® [ :::]

=

[vu] [nul
0

v12

n12

=v0n=[[v]]
which is the first part of (2.20).
Finally, we have

(A.5)
Also,

[[v]]n · n = (v 0n)n · n

-

[:::::: ::::::] [:::] . [:::]
= [:::]· [:::]

=v·n
So, we proved second part of (2.20).
Proof of lemma 2.3.2:
I assumed= 2. The proof ford= 3 is similar.
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Fix a face F E ffh·
Assume that n F

Assume first it is an interior face shared by elements

= n 1.

71, 72·

Then by (A)

II [[v]]nF

II~ =II [vu- v II~
21

]

V12- V22

=II vu -

v21

II~

+ II v12 -

v22

II~

I also compute

=II

(vn- v21)nn

= ( I vn Since n~ 1

V21

II~+

II~ + I

II

(vn- V21)n12

V12 - v22

+ n~ 2 = 1, we showed the first

I

[v]ll~

=II v1 · n1 + v2 · n2
=II

(vn- V21)nn

II~+

2 max (n~ 1 , n~2) (

~

211 [[vJJII~

(v12- V22)nn

II~+

II~ ) (n~1 + n~2).

part of (2.21). Finally we have,

II~

+ (v12- v22)n12

~

II

II vu -

v21

II~

II~+ II v12 -

V22

II~ )

II

(v12- v22)n12

II~
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therefore,

L

II [v]ll~::;

v'2I: II [[v]JII~

which is the second part of (2.21)
Now, we consider a boundary face F:

ll[[v]]ll~

= llv ®nil~

= llvull 2(llnull 2+ lln12ll 2) + llv21W(IInuW + llndl 2)
= llvll~
therefore,

II
On the other hand,

[[vJJII~=II v II~

(A.6)
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which is the same expression as (A.6). For the second part of (2.21)

ii[v]iiF = ilv · niiF

= 2ll[[v]]IIF
therefore, by summing up over all faces we have proved second part of (2.21).
Proof of lemma 2.3.3:

It is true because if Vh E

v bs then Vh = q +ax. X

where q E v~

2da E V~ and ~q = 0 then ~vh E V~.

Proof of lemma 2.3.4:

Let

Vh E

v~S' and fix one element

T.

I can write

Therefore,

2axl

\lvh 1 = [ b +
'
c + 2ay
and
\lvh,2 =

[fe++ 2/3xl
2(3y

which is in the lowest order Raviart- Thomas space.

,

. Since ~( ax.x) =
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On the other hand if rh,l = [a 1 + 2b1xl and rh, 2 = [c1 + 2d 1xl
then we define
a2 + 2b2y
c2 + 2d2y
vh,l = a1x + b1x 2 + a2y + b2y 2 + m1, vh,2 = c1x + d1x 2 + c2y + d2y 2 + m2.
Proof of Corollary 2.3.5:
Using (3.4) in [39] since \7v is in Raviart-Thomas space then \7v 1 n 1 and \7v 2 n 2 are
constants. Therefore, we have the result.

Proof of lemma 2.3.6:
I now recall Green's identity. Let

(v, \7 · w)'T

T

=

be an element in the partition

-(\7v, w)'T

+ (v, w

~-

(A.7)

· n)a'T

The proof of (2.22) is obtained by summing up Green's identity on all the elements
in the mesh. The boundary terms are then:

~
L..J
FE:F;

1( 1

v 'T1 nF - v I"1"2 nF ) ·

F

win + wi"T2 + vi'Tl + vi'T2 (w I'T1
2
2

-

w

I"1"2 ) • nF )+
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For (2.23) by definition
d

('Vv, 'Vw)Th =

L (8x1vi, ax1wi)Th·
i,j=l

using integration by parts for real functions
d

=

d

L

-(wi, 8 2x1vi)Th

i,j=l

i,j

+L

(axjvi, wi)arh

i,j=l

FE~i

On the other hand,

=

L L
i,j

({8x1vi}, [wi]))F.

FE~h

Also

([[Y'v]], {w}

)~i = ( [[8x1 v1]nn + [8x2v1]n12] ' {w}) ~
[8x1v2]nn + [8x2v2]n12

=

L L ([8x vi], { wi} )F
1

i,j

FE~i

'
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Therefore the third equality is proved. the fourth one is obtained from

[[v]] : {\7w} = [[v]]nF · {\7w }nF.

Proof of lemma 2.3.9:
The proof is given in 2D. The proof in 3D is similar.
First, we consider the interior face F:

1
n 11 J(v 11 - v21) n12 J(vll - v21)] [n11]IIF
ll[[vh]]nFIIF = yll [
I I nu j(v12- v22) n12 j(v12- v22) n12

=

~(lln~l j (vu- v21) + n~2 j (vu- V12)ll~ + lln~l
=II

J

(v12- v22) +

n~2 j (v12- v22)ll~

J(vu- V21)ll~ +II j(v12- V22)ll~

which is equal to

llnu

J

(vu- v21)ll~ + lln12

j (vu- v21)ll~ + llnu j (v12- v22)ll~ + lln12 j (v12- v22)ll~
= ll[[vJJII~

Next, we consider the boundary face F:
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II [[vlJII}.

which is

Proof of lemma 2.3.10:

The proof is given in [5]. For completeness we recall it here.
Let

vh E

H 1 (7h). According to vectorial version of (Lemma 2.1 in [5]: formula 2.7) if

for fix face F 1f~Vh = 1 ~ 1

JF vhds

then,

l~l

II [[vhlJIILCFJ

:::; C( l~l ll7r~[[vh]]ll} + l~l II [[vh]]- 7r~[[vh]]ll~)
1
0 [[
]] 2
""" 1
0
2
CfFIII1fp
Vh IIF +C ~ IFill vhlr- 1fpvhlr IIF

<

rETh

1
0 [[
:::; C ( fFIII7fF
vh]]IIF2
I

2
+ """
~ II 'Vvh liTh).
rETh

for some constant

c'

Using the fact that

independent of hand using trace inequality in 2.29.

IFI

=hand his a function and summing over all faces we obtain

For the vectorial case, we consider d = 2. The case d = 3 is similar.

when v

E H

1

('1h) ifv =

[:Jhen,
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=

=

ll\7vfW + ll\7vfll 2
IIV?v1W + ll\7v211 2

Therefore, by using (A.8) for v 1 , v 2 and add them up we have proved (2.39)
Proof of the 2.3.11:

The proof of (2.40) is given in [26]. The proof of (2.41) follows from (2.39) and (2.40).
Proof of the 2.3.12:

Proof of the left inequality in (2.42) follows from (2.39). The right hand side inequality
in (2.42) is obtained by (2.31).
Proof of 2.3.13:

The proof is given in [9]. For completeness we recall it here.
I first prove the priori estimate. Firstly, by the trace inequality

or
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Since

7ro

is a projection and using (2.34)

for some constant C* > 0. By integration by parts,

II

\7 c/Jh ll}h

=

(\7 c/Jh, \7 ¢h)Th

= -(b.¢h, ¢h)Th + ({\7¢h}np, [[¢h]]nF)§h + ([\7¢h], { ¢h} ).r;
Since {\7 ¢h}nh , [\7 ¢h] are constant (2.3.4) and b.¢h E V~, by definition of 7ro and
average we obtain,

the inverse, the trace and young's inequalities for each term we obtain
-

1

-(b.¢h,ah)Th ~ Crll\7¢hi!Thllh- ahiiTh
1
2
~ 4ll\l¢hiiTh
-

-

1

2 - 1
112
+ Crllhah Th

-

1

([[¢h]J, bh)§h ~ Crllh- ¢hi!Thllh 2 bhll§h
1

2

~ 4ll\l¢hiiTh

1

-

1

2

([[\7¢h]J,ch).r; ~ Crll\7¢h11Thllii-!chll.r;
1
2
~ 4ll\l¢hiiTh

2

-

1

2

+ 40* llh- ahiiTh + C*Crllh 2 bhll§h

2 2
2 chll.r;
+ Crllh1
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and thus

where, M

= max{ 4CJ + J., 4C*C:j,, 4C:j,}

Since (2.43) is a square linear system of size d(N7 h

+ N§ + N;:;), existence and

uniqueness is equivalent. Let us denote the system by Aw

= b and suppose

are the solutions of the system and let e = W I - w 2 . then, a, b, c
estimate e

= 0.

WI,

w2

= 0 and from priori
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